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Background: Preeclampsia is a leading cause of maternal and perinatal mortality and morbidity. The management of preeclampsia 
has not changed much in more than two decades, and its aetiology is still not fully understood. Case reports and case series have 
traditionally been used to communicate new knowledge about existing conditions. Whether this is true for preeclampsia is not known.
Objective: To determine whether recent case reports or case series have generated new knowledge and clinical discoveries about 
preeclampsia.
Methods: A detailed search strategy was developed in consultation with a medical librarian. Two bibliographic databases were 
searched through Ovid: Embase and MEDLINE. We selected case reports or case series published between 2015 and 2020, comprising 
pregnant persons diagnosed with hypertensive disorders of pregnancy, including preeclampsia. Two reviewers independently screened 
all publications. One reviewer extracted data from included studies, while another conducted a quality check of extracted data. We 
developed a codebook to guide our data extraction and outcomes assessment. The quality of each report was determined based on 
Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) critical appraisal checklist for case reports and case series.
Results: We included 104 case reports and three case series, together comprising 118 pregnancies. A severe presentation or 
complication of preeclampsia was reported in 81% of pregnancies, and 84% had a positive maternal outcome, free of death or 
persistent complications. Only 8% of the case reports were deemed to be of high quality, and 53.8% of moderate quality; none of the 
case series were of high quality. A total of 26 of the 107 publications (24.3%) included a novel clinical discovery as a central theme.
Conclusion: Over two-thirds of recent case reports and case series about preeclampsia do not appear to present new knowledge or 
discoveries about preeclampsia, and most are of low quality.
Keywords: hypertensive disorders of pregnancy, eclampsia, HELLP syndrome, study design

Introduction
Knowledge of diseases, therapeutics, and the human body has been largely gained through the accumulation of clinical 
observations.1–3 Meticulous observation is the cornerstone of clinical research, and scientific research in general.2–5 

Traditionally, case reports and case series have been utilized as a medium to communicate these preliminary clinical 
observations and discoveries.6–8 These descriptive observational studies serve to generate scientific hypotheses that can 
then be tested further in comparative study designs.9 Many medical discoveries have first been reported in the literature 
as case reports or case series. Several examples include lithium’s and chlorpromazine’s psychopharmacological 
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properties,10–12 malignant hyperthermia with dantrolene as its treatment,13,14 toxic shock syndrome and its association 
with tampon use,15,16 and the description of rare forms of infections and malignancies leading to the discovery of HIV 
infection.17,18 Most recently, we have witnessed the use of individual clinical observations, communicated in various 
formats, in the detection and management of COVID-19.19–23

In antiquity, case reports were the main vehicles that physicians used to convey disease descriptions, treatments, and 
pass teachings.24 The 20th century heralded large advancements in clinical study design and generated a strong debate on 
the role of case reports and case series. This culminated in the adoption of the evidence-based medicine hierarchy in the 
90s that relegated case reports and case series to the bottom of the clinical evidence pyramid.7 Many peer review journals 
no longer publish case reports. On the other hand, several journals have emerged that are specialized in publishing case 
reports and case series.7,25 Despite being considered at the bottom of the clinical evidence hierarchy, case reports and 
case series are an integral part of evidence-based medicine practices.26 This is why in 2014, a working group of 
researchers and methodologist was formed within The Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI), an international not-for-profit 
organization that aims to improve the quality of health care through evidence-based practices, to establish critical 
appraisal tools for case reports and case series.27

The hypertensive disorders of pregnancy are a leading cause of maternal mortality and morbidity worldwide,28 and 
are responsible for approximately 18% of all maternal deaths globally and affect an estimated 5% to 10% of all 
pregnancies.29–33 Preeclampsia is one such hypertensive disorder of pregnancy — a pregnancy complication character-
ized by resistant hypertension with proteinuria or with other adverse conditions or complications.34 Severe forms of 
preeclampsia can manifest as hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, and low platelet count (HELLP) syndrome and 
untreated preeclampsia can lead to eclampsia.35 Both HELLP and eclampsia are associated with a high degree of 
morbidity and mortality.36–38 Hypertensive disorders of pregnancy and their associated complications are some of the 
oldest-ever recorded medical conditions; one of the first descriptions of eclampsia was recorded by Hippocrates in the 5th 
century BCE.39 Understanding of the pathophysiology of hypertensive disorders of pregnancy has grown since and has 
advanced considerably in the past two decades, yet the clinical management of preeclampsia has not changed much.40–46 

Similarly, preventive approaches to preeclampsia have mostly fallen short, with the exception of the use of aspirin for the 
prevention of early severe preeclampsia.47–49

Considering the traditional role of case reports and case studies in medicine as a vehicle to communicate new clinical 
discoveries, we aimed to assess the extent to which recent case reports and case series have communicated clinical 
discoveries that have advanced our knowledge of preeclampsia through a systematic review. Systematic reviews in case 
reports and case series are common in the literature and traditionally aim to synthesize and assess rare clinical 
presentations or serious adverse events.50–52

Methods
We registered this study as a systematic review protocol on the international prospective register of systematic reviews 
(PROSPERO) under ID number CRD42020209953, with the outlined methods that follow. We added one amendment to 
the protocol to further clarify exclusion criteria and to define additional terms.

Search Strategy
We developed a detailed search strategy to identify case reports and case series on hypertensive disorders of pregnancy. 
The search strategy was developed in consultation with a medical information specialist (see Appendix S1) and consisted 
of controlled vocabulary, as well as keywords. The main search concepts were hypertensive disorders of pregnancy and 
case reports/case series. We searched two main bibliographic databases: Ovid Embase and Ovid MEDLINE. The search 
strategy filtered the results for human studies and the English language. Subsequently, we retrieved studies published 
between 2015 and 2020 for screening. We conducted the search strategy on August 3, 2020, and did not conduct any 
additional searches or establish alerts.
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Study Selection
This systematic review includes case reports or case series in pregnant persons diagnosed with hypertensive disorders of 
pregnancy. We outline the specific eligibility criteria in Table 1.

Two independent reviewers screened all retrieved records in two stages: title and abstract screening (GJ and SB) and 
full-text screening (GJ and MU). We resolved rare disagreements through discussion; if we were unable to reach an 
agreement, we engaged a third independent reviewer (MW) as arbiter.

Data Extraction and Synthesis
The overall data extraction and synthesis process followed a content analysis approach. Upon completion of article 
selection, we used a random sample of 10 articles to develop a codebook to establish the required data extraction fields, 
as well as definitions of outcome categories. We used an additional random sample of 10 articles to further refine the 
codebook, as well as the data extraction sheet. After finalizing the codebook and extraction sheet, GJ performed all 
extraction and abstraction activities. MU then conducted a data quality check on at least 20% of the extracted data.

For each included article, GJ extracted all data that were relevant to the study design characteristics, patients’ baseline 
and demographic characteristics, intervention/exposure characteristics, and outcome characteristics.

Based on the information presented within the full text of each included article, GJ determined the severity of each 
patient’s presentation or complication, the novelty of the exposure that the patient was reported to have experienced, 
whether the outcome was positive or negative, the reason for publishing the study, and whether a scientific hypothesis as 
a result of an observation was reported. We provide the definitions of these categories in Table 2.

We provided a descriptive summary of the number of case reports and case series within various categories and 
classifications. Additionally, we provided a narrative summary of case reports and case series that were determined to 
have a clinical discovery component. Data collected and used for this review, the codebook, and the extraction sheet are 
available from the corresponding author upon request.

Table 1 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria for the Systematic Review

Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria

Population Pregnant persons diagnosed with hypertensive disorders of 

pregnancy, including toxemia of pregnancy, preeclampsia, 

HELLP, and eclampsia

Patients who have not been determined to have hypertensive 

disorders of pregnancy, patients with secondary non- 

pregnancy–related hypertension, patients who were mistakenly 
diagnosed with hypertensive disorders of pregnancy but were 

determined to have another diagnosis, or a non-pregnant 

patient

Intervention/ 
Exposure

Any or none No exclusion based on intervention/exposure

Comparators Not applicable Not applicable

Outcomes Any or none No exclusion based on intervention/exposure

Study 
Designs

Observational descriptive studies including case reports and 
case series

Comparative or experimental study design

Other ● English language
● Published from 2015 to 2020 (inclusive)
● Full text available

● Published 2014 or earlier
● Published in a language other than English
● Conference abstract
● Commentary
● Letters to the Editor

Abbreviations: HELLP, hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, and low platelet count.
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Table 2 Outcome Categories, Category Classification, and Associated Definitions

Category Classification Definition

Case Presentation or 
Complication

Severe A case in which the authors have explicitly used any of the following words: severe, life-threatening, poor prognosis, or similar severity-indicative 

language. In cases where there is no subjective qualifier from the authors, clinical judgment from the reviewer should determine the severity of the 
presentation.

Moderate A case in which the authors have explicitly used any of the following words: moderate, concerning, complicated, or similar language. In cases where 
there is no subjective qualifier from the authors, clinical judgment from the reviewer should determine the severity of the presentation.

Mild A case in which the authors have explicitly used any of the following words: mild, common, normal, or other similar language. In cases where there is 
no subjective qualifier from the authors, clinical judgment from the reviewer should determine the severity of the presentation.

Unclear Language used by the authors is insufficiently clear and ambiguous, and therefore there is insufficient information for the reviewer to make 
a determination.

Case Exposure Novel Authors describe a patient-related event prior to presentation with words that include novel, unusual, uncommon, unique, controversial, rare, or 
similar language in relation to the patient diagnosis. In a case where there is an exposure with no subjective qualifier, the reviewer — based on 

knowledge of the field — can judge whether a described event is uncommon and not previously reported in the type of presentation described in the 

study.

Common Authors describe a patient-related event prior to presentation with words that include usual, standard, common, previously described, or similar 

language in relation to the patient diagnosis. In cases where there is an exposure with no subjective qualifier, the reviewer — based on knowledge of 
the field — can judge whether a described event is commonly associated and reported in the type of presentation described in the study.

Unclear Language used by the authors is insufficiently clear and ambiguous, and therefore there is insufficient information for the reviewer to make 
a determination.

No exposure The study does not describe a clear patient-related event prior to presentation that is explicitly described or is implied to have had an effect on the 

patient’s disease presentation or progression.

Maternal Clinical 
Outcome

Positive Authors describe the patient’s outcome in a positive language. Examples include uneventful, well-tolerated, good, healthy, normal. If no language 

qualifier is available, the reviewer can make a determination of a positive outcome if the patient is alive with no long-term morbidity (more than 6 

months) or other complications.

Negative Authors describe the patient’s outcome in a negative language or a language indicative of death or long-term morbidity. Examples include passed away, 

severe adverse event, poor health, poor prognosis. If no language qualifier is available, the reviewer can make a determination of a negative outcome if 
the patient either died or developed long-term morbidity (more than 6 months) or other complications.

Unclear Language used by the authors is insufficiently clear and ambiguous, and therefore there is insufficient information for the reviewer to make 
a determination.
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Publication Reason Discovery Authors describe their observations as new or reinforcing a relatively new hypothesis or concept, suggest changes to clinical management or further 

research into a well-defined observation, or do not provide references of similar observations and clinical findings despite clearly stating that an effort 
to do such was made. Discovery is further classified into presentation, exposure, management, outcome, or other. The three main publication 

classification reasons are mutually exclusive. However, subclassifications are not necessarily mutually exclusive.

Education Authors describe their publication as evidence-based, within a well-defined treatment paradigm, or based on a well-established disease description. In 

addition, authors provide advice or take-away clinical lessons as a central theme in their publication. Alternatively, authors clearly described their 

publication as educational material and have provided a clear educational discussion. Education is further classified into presentation, exposure, 
complication, management, or other. The three main publication classification reasons are mutually exclusive. However, subclassifications are not 

necessarily mutually exclusive.

Other/unclear Authors do not clearly identify their findings as either novel or educational, or the publication does not fall clearly in either the discovery or 

educational definitions. “Other” is further classified into presentation, exposure, complication, or management. The three main publication 

classification reasons are mutually exclusive. However, subclassifications are not necessarily mutually exclusive.

Scientific Hypothesis Clearly stated Authors provide a clear scientific hypothesis based on their clinical observations. Such a statement could describe a possible association between two 

patient-related events that is not directly supported or widely adopted in existing literature.

Implied There is no clearly stated hypothesis in a paper that otherwise outlines a potential novel exposure, presentation, or treatment. The implied hypothesis 

can be potentially spread out in several sentences and is based on the reviewer assessment of case presentation, exposure, outcome, and publication 
reason.

None A paper that has been deemed as educational under the “publication reason” category.

Unclear There is insufficient information for the reviewer to make a determination.
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Quality Assessment
One reviewer (GJ) assessed the quality of the included case reports and case series according to the Joanna Briggs 
Institute (JBI) critical appraisal Checklist for Case Reports and the JBI critical appraisal Checklist for Case Series.53 The 
tool consists of eight questions for case reports and 10 questions for case series that are related to the existence or 
absence of various reported items. We deemed articles with reported items that addressed more than two-thirds of the JBI 
checklist to be high quality. More than one-third was deemed moderate quality, and less than one-third was deemed to be 
low quality.

Results
We retrieved a total of 3415 citations from the search strategy. After level 1 title and abstract screening, we selected 303 
citations for level 2 full-text screening. After level 2 screening, we included 107 articles in this systematic review.54–160 

We provide a flow chart of included and excluded articles in Figure 1.
Of the 107 included publications, three were case series105,136,148 and the remainder were case reports. Authors 

reported on a total of 118 patients in these studies. Our quality assessment of the 104 case reports found that eight reports 
(8%) were high quality, 56 reports (54%) were moderate quality, and 40 reports (38%) were low quality. We found that 
the majority of the included case reports addressed two items on the JBI critical appraisal checklist for case reports: the 
description and presentation of a patient’s history as a timeline (97% addressed this item), and the availability of take- 
away lessons (93% addressed this item). However, we found that only 17% of the included case reports provided 
sufficient description of a patient’s demographic characteristics, which is the first item on the JBI checklist. Furthermore, 
only one-third of the included case reports provided sufficient description of the intervention (30%) and the post- 
intervention clinical condition (33%). A detailed description of the quality assessment of each included case report is 
available in Appendix S2.

We considered two of the three case series to be of low quality and one of moderate quality. All of the included case 
series described valid methods of identifying the condition of interest and two provided sufficient description on 
appropriate statistical methods used in the case series. A detailed description of the quality assessment of each included 
case report is available in Appendix S3.

Figure 1 Flowchart of included and excluded studies.
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In the included studies, maternal age and gestational age at first presentation were available for 115 patients, with 
a mean maternal age of 30.1 years (standard deviation [SD]=6.6) and a mean gestational age of 29.7 weeks’ gestation 
(SD = 6.5). Authors reported information on gravidity for 90 patients: 42 (47%) were primigravida. Authors included 
a clear presentation complaint for 108 patients; the most common reported symptom on presentation was abdominal pain 
(n = 33; 31%), followed by headaches (n = 26; 24%). On presentation, the mean systolic blood pressure reported in 92 
patients was 163.1 mm Hg (SD = 27.5), while the mean diastolic blood pressure reported in 91 patients was 103.2 mm 
Hg (SD = 20.0). Authors only sporadically reported on other baseline characteristics, including body mass index, blood 
laboratory results, urinary laboratory results, liver function tests, and kidney function tests.

The most commonly reported hypertensive disorders of pregnancy diagnoses were preeclampsia (n = 98; 83%), 
HELLP (n = 40; 34%), hepatic hematoma ― including rupture and infarction (n = 16; 14%), eclampsia (n = 10; 9%), and 
peripartum cardiomyopathy (n = 6; 5%). The most commonly reported interventions were magnesium sulphate (n = 46; 
39%), labetalol (n = 15; 13%), hydralazine (n = 13; 11%), and nifedipine (n = 13; 11%). The authors reported that 
caesarean section was the method of delivery for 61 patients (52%).

Based on how the authors reported the initial patient presentation in the case report or case series, we determined that 
a total of 96 patients (81%) had severe clinical presentations or complications during pregnancy, 15 patients (13%) had 
moderate clinical presentations or complications, and four patients (3%) had mild clinical presentations or complications. 
We determined there was insufficient information to categorize the severity of the presentations or complications in three 
patients (2.5%). We were unable to identify an environmental or pharmacological exposure that may have been 
associated with a patient’s presentation in 105 patients (89%). Based on the description of patients’ clinical outcomes 
in the included articles, we determined that maternal outcomes were positive in 99 patients (84%), negative in eight 
patients (7%), and unclear in 11 patients (9%). These categories were defined a priori according to the Methods section 
and can be viewed in Table 2.

In assessing the publication reasons for the articles we studied, we determined that, of the 107 included articles, 65 
(61%) were published as educational material and 26 (24%) as discovery articles; we were unable to determine a clear 
publication reason for 16 (15%) articles. We present a further breakdown of each classification in Table 3. Of the included 
studies with a clinical discovery aspect, the following interventions were considered notable ones in the assessment of the 
reviewers: sildenafil administration in a patient with periviable pregnancy and preeclampsia;70 selective fetal reduction in 
cases of discordance in dichorionic twin gestations in patients with preeclampsia or HELLP syndrome;87,92 continuous 
positive airway pressure in patients with obesity, obstructive sleep apnea, preeclampsia, and a high risk of developing 
severe preeclampsia;107,159 acupuncture therapy in a patient with preeclampsia;109 plasma exchange therapy for patients 
with HELLP syndrome;121,132 eculizumab in a patient with HELLP syndrome;117 eplerenone in a patient with obesity, 
obstructive sleep apnea, and preeclampsia;129 pravastatin in a patient with HELLP syndrome;137 and dydrogesterone to 
prevent preeclampsia in a patient with a history of recurrent preeclampsia.150

Authors of the included articles have clearly stated an observation-based scientific hypothesis in nine articles (8%), 
and we determined that there was an implied scientific hypothesis in 22 articles (21%). Based on our assessment criteria, 
we determined that the majority of articles (n = 73; 68%) did not include a clearly stated or implied scientific hypothesis. 
Finally, we were unable to make a determination in three cases (3%). We include a list of the studies that we determined 
to have reported a clear or implied hypothesis in Appendix S4.

Discussion
Main Findings
To our knowledge and best efforts, we were unable to find a previously published systematic review of case reports and case 
studies in patients with hypertensive disorders of pregnancy, including preeclampsia. Moreover, we were unable to find 
published peer-review articles that assessed the extent of clinical discovery contribution of case reports and case series in 
the field of preeclampsia. Over the period from 2015 to 2020, we identified a total of 104 case reports and three case series 
reporting on a total of 118 pregnant persons with a diagnosis related to hypertension disorders of pregnancy. Notably, we 
observed that there is tendency among the included articles to report on patients with severe presentation or complication 
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(81%) and positive maternal outcomes (84%). Indeed, 96 of the 118 patients (81%) that were included in these articles had 
both a severe presentation or complication and a positive maternal outcome. Further, a sizable majority (61%) of identified 
manuscripts appeared to be published for educational purposes rather than clinical discovery. We assessed that less than 
one-third of the included articles were published to communicate a potential clinical discovery (24%).

Interpretation
Case reports and case series can be an important part of the scientific discovery journey by communicating novel clinical 
observations in a structured and comprehensive manner. Our findings suggest that less than one-quarter of these studies 

Table 3 Outline of the Results

Category Classification Result

Case Presentation or Complication Severe 96 out of 118 patients (81%)

Moderate 15 out of 118 patients (13%)

Mild 4 out of 118 patients (3%)

Unclear 3 out of 118 patients (3%)

Case Exposure Novel 4 out of 118 patients (3%)

Common 8 out of 118 patients (7%)

Unclear 1 out of 118 patients (1%)

No exposure 105 out of 118 patients (89.0%)

Maternal Clinical Outcome Positive 99 out of 118 patients (84%)

Negative 8 out of 118 patients (7%)

Unclear 11 out of 118 patients (9%)

Publication Reason Discovery:
● Presentation
● Exposure
● Management
● Outcome
● Other

26 out of 107 studies (24%):a

● 5 studies
● 5 studies
● 13 studies
● 2 studies
● 9 studies

Education:
● Presentation
● Exposure
● Complication
● Management
● Other

65 out of 107 studies (61%):a

● 52 studies
● 0 studies
● 15 studies
● 12 studies
● 1 study

Other/Unclear:
● Presentation
● Exposure
● Complication
● Management

16 out of 107 studies (15.0%):a

● 10 studies
● 2 studies
● 4 studies
● 4 studies

Scientific Hypothesis Clearly stated 9 out of 107 studies (8%)

Implied 22 out of 107 studies (21%)

None 73 out of 107 studies (68%)

Unclear 3 out of 107 studies (3%)

Note: a There is an overlap in some of the studies.
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in preeclampsia included a clinical discovery component. This begs the question of how today’s novel clinical observa-
tions are being communicated with the larger scientific and clinical communities. Moreover, the tendency in reporting 
severe presentations and complications, coupled with positive maternal outcome, suggests that these case reports and 
case series are unlikely to be a representative sample of the population.

An important finding is the overall low adherence of the included case reports and case series to established reporting 
guidelines. Most pronounced was the lack of sufficient reporting on patients’ characteristics, important measurements of the 
clinical condition (eg, laboratory results), type of interventions, and post-intervention status. The lack of such information 
drastically reduces the educational and clinical discovery value of these articles. Ideally, authors should provide sufficient 
information on all aspects of the clinical encounter with the patients so as to allow clinicians and researchers to understand 
and potentially replicate or capture the population, intervention, and outcome in future studies. Authors should note any 
missing information relevant to the disease of which the case report is describing (eg, blood pressure measurement in 
preeclampsia). Peer-review journals should ideally ensure that case reports and case series are as comprehensively reported 
as any other form of clinical study design, reporting on patients’ characteristics so as to allow a full understanding of risk 
factors, potential environmental or pharmaceutical exposures, and all the results of relevant tests or examinations. We have 
outlined these deficiencies and provided recommendations to address them in Table 4.

Case reports and case series have known methodological limitations, whereby they are unable to provide any type of 
valid statistical inference on the population for which the cases are being described. These limitations have been 
amplified by misinterpreting the communicated clinical observations as a form of confirmatory evidence rather than 
exploratory findings that require further investigation.161 This has led to the gradual loss of favour of case reports and 

Table 4 Identified Deficiencies in the Quality of Reporting of Case Reports and Case Series, and Corresponding Recommended 
Potential Solutions

Identified Deficiency Recommended Solution

Reporting on patient demographic characteristics 

and current clinical condition

Include all relevant information that provides an understanding of a patient’s risk factors at 

baseline. Authors should provide sufficient information so as to allow further research that 
may either utilize the presented data or attempt to identify patients with a similar clinical 

presentation and risk factors. Examples include race, income status, social support, and 

initial vital signs.

Reporting on diagnostic test use, and the result(s) of 

those test(s)

Include the results of all diagnostic blood or imaging tests conducted and their normal 

ranges. Mention if a relevant or commonly performed diagnostic assessment was not done 
or could not be done (eg, because of pregnancy, lactation, or because the patient was too 

unstable). Provide sufficient information so as to allow clinicians and researchers to 

interpret the value and the potential for use of diagnostic test(s) in future research.

Reporting on intervention(s) or treatment 

procedure(s)

Provide sufficient information on all interventions or treatment procedures that were 

performed to allow the replication or capture of such intervention(s) or treatment 
procedure(s) in future research.

Reporting on the clinical outcomes Report clinically meaningful outcomes using standardized definitions or measures in 
a manner that can be replicated and captured in future research.

Identification of the intended purpose of the 
current publication

The reason for the current publication should be clearly stated in the abstract and the main 
text (ie, what is the take-home learning point of the case report?). It should be clear as to 

whether the publication is intended to be an educational tool (eg, how condition X is 

treated, or a review of the classic presentation of condition Y) or is to communicate 
a potentially novel clinical observation.

Formulation of a clear scientific hypothesis based on 
the case report or case series

Clarify that the observation is the initial stage of a potential scientific process. Communicate 
the reasons for why the condition (pathogenesis), the test (utility or modification), or the 

treatment (mechanism of action) may hypothetically work and what next steps could better 

test the hypothesis.
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case series, to the extent that certain journals no longer accept case reports for consideration.162 As our findings suggest, 
case reports and case series are mostly used as a medium for educational purposes, with little regard to providing the 
same methodological rigour in comprehensive reporting that is expected from other study designs. This is further 
devaluing the clinical and scientific value of these important study designs.

As evident by the COVID-19 pandemic, there is an inherent need in the clinical and scientific communities to 
communicate unusual clinical observations or potentially beneficial forms of clinical management in a new disease area. 
While some communication of novel clinical observations in relation to COVID-19 have been conducted through the 
case reports and case series study design approaches, much has occurred in an unstructured manner through various 
internet-based communication platforms. This may suggest that there is room to rethink the traditional approach of 
identifying and communicating clinical discoveries.

Strength and Limitations
Through this systematic review, we comprehensively searched and screened all of the identified literature. In addition, we 
followed a content analysis approach where we developed a codebook to ensure standardization, consistency, and 
reliability of our data synthesis and assessment.

Limitations in this study include the restriction of the literature search to a five-year period, from 2015 to 2020. This 
limits the generalizability of our observation to the reviewed period. However, it is arguable that the assessment of the 
knowledge provided by case series and case reports over a five-year period is sufficient to demonstrate the overall value 
these methods of scientific communication have in the field of obstetrics. Another limitation is the restriction of our 
search strategy to the English language. This limits the generalizability of our findings to English-centred obstetrics 
clinical research. We also included three case reports that were communicated with the publishing journal in a “letter to 
the editor” format. This represents a minor protocol deviation, where we have excluded study types other than case 
reports and case series. We included these three case reports, as they were clearly describing clinical encounters with 
patients in an acceptable case report format.129,140,142 Finally, only a fraction of the included case reports was considered 
of high quality (7.7%) and none of the case series were of high quality. This reduced our ability to abstract all relevant 
data and to construct a meaningful picture of all the included articles, which resulted in some studies being classified as 
“other” or “unclear” in several categories.

Conclusion
In conclusion, our study suggests that the majority of case reports and case series related to hypertensive disorders of 
pregnancy do not offer new knowledge and are of poor quality. Only one-quarter of published case reports and case series 
published from 2015 through 2020 centred on a novel clinical observation or discovery and most of these focused on the 
management of preeclampsia. Lack of comprehensive reporting and an overall medium to low quality of the included 
studies limited the utility of these reports as viable sources of information for understanding and managing hypertensive 
disorders of pregnancy.
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